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Abstract: Tunable liquid crystal devices that can change terahertz wave polarization
continuously have many potential applications in terahertz optical systems. We present a
reflective liquid crystal terahertz waveplate with sub-wavelength metal grating and metal
ground plane electrodes. The thickness of the liquid crystal layer can be reduced to ~10% of
that needed for the same phase shift at a given frequency in a transmissive waveplate. We
experimentally demonstrate the same tunability as in the transmissive type just using half the
thickness. We discuss the dependence on the angle of incidence for phase shift tunability,
which can achieve beam steering and polarization conversion simultaneously. The proposed
design can be applied in terahertz imaging, sensing, and communications.
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1. Introduction
Waveplates are essential and versatile tools for transforming, controlling, or analyzing the
polarization state of light. They have widespread applications in modern optical systems;
tunable devices that can rotate the polarization continuously are in especially high demand.
However, in terahertz (THz) optics [1–3], there are still many challenges. THz polarization
conversion with commercial quartz waveplates is mechanically controlled [4]. Mechanically
tunable THz reflective waveplates exhibit a dependence on incidence angle and separation
distance [5]. However, mechanically tunable devices are bulky and difficult to integrate.
Liquid crystals (LCs) have drawn great attention as promising materials for tunable THz
waveplates. In early studies, magnetic fields were used to tune the birefringence of LCs [6, 7].
These devices achieved good tunability, but were bulky, heavy, and highly power-consuming.
Many voltage-controlled LC THz waveplates have been developed [8–11]. To achieve the
required high phase retardation, large cell gaps (500 μm or more) have been introduced,
causing the components to respond very slowly because the decay time of LCs is proportional
to the square of the cell gap. In addition, it is quite difficult to implement homogeneous prealignment in such thick cells. We have also realized broadband tunable LC THz waveplates
driven with porous graphene electrodes [12]. All of these devices operate in the transmission
mode. The slow response times and high operation voltages caused by the thick LC layer
hamper their further development in practical applications. LC-based metamaterial devices,
which rely on resonances, were later invented [13–15]. Their tuning speed is faster due to the
small thickness of the LC layer. Although the metamaterials used as electrodes supply a nonuniform static electric field over the LC, the LC is placed in the hot spot of both the terahertz
and the low-frequency driving electric field to realize high- performance. If we can supply a
uniform static electric field over the LC with metamaterial electrodes, the efficiency and
tunable range could be improved further [16, 17].
Herein, combining a sub-wavelength metal grating and a metal ground plane as electrodes,
we present an electrically controlled reflective LC THz waveplate. The cell gap can be
shortened to just one tenth of that needed in a conventional transmissive waveplate, which can
greatly reduce the response time and the voltage required. Additionally, we demonstrate a
large phase shift tunable range and the polarization conversion dependence on the angle of
incidence is discussed. These properties suggest a compact method to effectively realize
electric-driven tunable THz components.
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2. Schematic and principle

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of a tunable reflective THz waveplate. The THz component with
electric field parallel to the grating is reflected, while the component with perpendicular
electric field propagates through the LC layer and is reflected by the gold mirror.

The configuration of the waveplate is illustrated in Fig. 1. It consists of sub-wavelength metal
wire grid and metal ground plane that together act as electrodes to control the LC refractive
index by voltage. Meanwhile, the electrodes act separately as THz polarizer and mirror. The
LC layer fills the gap between the components. Both electrodes are spin coated with sulfonic
azo dye (SD1) as an alignment layer and photo-aligned to achieve homogeneity parallel to the
grating direction [18, 19]. Therefore, the pre-alignment directions of LC molecules on both
substrates are perpendicular to the grating direction. The device is driven by applying a 1 kHz
square-wave alternating current signal through copper tapes connecting the electrodes to the
electric power source.
The principle of the LC waveplate is quite different from that of the transmissive
waveplate, where the ordinary wave and the extraordinary wave both pass through the LC
layer. Here, the incident THz wave is decomposed into two linearly polarized components
with electric fields parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the grating. The component
parallel to the grating is reflected by the wire grid, which is well-known as a polarizer. The
other component propagates in the LC layer and is then reflected from the gold mirror. So, a
reflective waveplate is obtained by reflecting two components from two different planes. The
phase retardation is due to a path length difference between the two orthogonal components of
the reflected THz beam. Thus, Δφ is induced by generating different optical paths for the two
THz components, which is presented in Eq. (1). One path is in air and the other is in liquid
crystal. Snell’s law determines the angle of the THz wave through the LC layer.
2

( sin θ ) 
2h  n −

n 
2π

Δφ =
λ

 sin θ  
cos  sin -1 

 n 


(1)

where h is the thickness of LC layer, n is the refractive index of the LC, θ is the incidence
angle, and λ is the incident wavelength.
From Eq. (1) we can see that the tunability of the reflective waveplate depends on
electrically controlling a nematic liquid crystal. We adjust the direction of the LC by voltage
applied between the polarizer and mirror electrodes. The phase of the component propagating
through the LC layer is changed due to the varying refractive index of LC. Thus, different
phase shifts are produced between the two orthogonal components and tunable THz wave
polarization conversion can be realized. Here, we do not take into account the reflection
efficiencies and losses of real materials. Compared with the transmissive Δφ = 2π Δn h/λ,
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where Δn is due to the LC birefringence, we can see that the reflective Δφ depends on 2n,
while the transmissive Δφ depends on Δn. Especially when θ = 0°, the ratio between Δφ in
reflection waveplate and transmission type equal to 2n/Δn. In our LC material, 2n is from 3 to
3.6 and Δn is about 0.3 [20]. Therefore, the thickness of LC layer in reflective geometry can
be much smaller, about 10% of that in the transmissive one with the same phase shift.

Fig. 2. THz LC waveplate characteristics for different THz wavelengths. (a) Phase difference
versus LC layer thickness at n = 1.8. (b) Phase difference versus the LC refractive index at LC
layer thickness h = 125 μm.

First, we consider the relationship between phase difference and the LC. Figure 2 shows
the results obtained using Eq. (1) at given wavelengths when the incidence angle is zero. We
can see that a large phase difference requires a thick LC layer; to obtain the same phase
difference for longer wavelengths requires a thicker cell gap. When n = 1.8, the thickness of
LC layer is approximately 50 μm for the reflective half-wave plate at 400 μm shown in Fig.
2(a), which is less than 10% of the thickness needed in transmission type.
Figure 2(b) shows that the phase difference increases with the refractive index of LC. LCs
with high birefringence have wider tunability. For example, at 1 THz, the refractive index of
LC increases from 1.5 to 2.0, and the phase difference can be changed 150° with a layer
thickness of 125 μm. The tunability of the reflective LC waveplate is two-fold the tunability
of the transmissive waveplate.
3. Experiments
The sub-wavelength gold wire grid polarizer structure is the same as our former sample [21].
It was fabricated through photolithography with 20-μm period and 10-μm linewidth. The Au
mirror electrode was grown on silica by CVD with a thickness of 200 nm. Then, photosensitive sulfonic azo dye SD1 (Dai-Nippon Ink and Chemicals, Japan) was spin-coated onto
the electrodes and photoaligned at 0° to the grating direction. The liquid crystal NJU-LDn-4
[20], with n0 = 1.5 and Δn = 0.3 in the range 0.5– 2.5 THz, was loaded into the cell by
capillary action. The thickness of the LC layer was approximately 125 μm.
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Fig. 3. Frequency- and polarization-dependent characteristics of the THz LC waveplate. (a)
Reflectance of the subwavelength gold wire grid; the insets depict the photograph of the Au
grating and the polarizations of the THz components. (b). Phase shift at different driving
voltages.

A THz time-domain spectroscopy (TDS) system (Advantest TAS7400SP) with reflection
geometry was used for measurements. The linearly polarized THz beam was incident at an
angle of 11° with the polarization of the electric field oriented at 45° relative to the wire grid.
The component parallel to the grid orientation (TE mode) was reflected by the grating, while
the perpendicular (TM mode) component was transmitted. We can see from Fig. 3(a) that TE
reflectance is nearly 100% and TM reflectance is nearly 0 over the range 0.5–2.5 THz. Figure
3(b) displays the voltage-dependent phase shift of the two components determined by
applying a 1-kHz square-wave AC signal to the LC cell. The phase of the reflected TE does
not change, so the phase shift is zero compared to the reference. The phase shift of the TM
mode transmitted through the LC layer decreases as operating voltage increases. The
maximum phase difference between the two modes occurs at 0 V. The saturation voltage of
the sample is 22 V. At 0.5 THz, the phase shift reaches about 1.2π while in transmissive LC
THz waveplate with double thickness of LC layer, the phase shift is just about 0.2π [12],
which show reasonable agreement for the theoretical analysis.

Fig. 4. Electrically tunable characteristics of the THz LC waveplate. (a) Tunability of phase
difference for different voltage ranges. (b) Polarization evolution (0–22 V) from linearly
polarized to circularly polarized at 1.1 THz, to orthogonally linearly polarized at 2.2 THz.

The extracted tunable phase difference is shown in Fig. 4(a). It has a nearly linear
response to wavelength over the operating voltage range. The phase retardation becomes
larger as applied voltage increases. We can see the evolution of the polarization by tuning the
operation voltage, which is comparatively low. We select 1.1 THz and 2.2 THz to test the
polarization conversion, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The polarization can be changed from linear to
circular polarization at 1.1 THz, while an orthogonal linear polarization is obtained at 2.2 THz
by tuning the applied voltage from 0 V to 22 V. So, by electrically tuning the LC, the
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operation frequency of the tunable quarter-wave plate can cover the range 1.1–2.5 THz, and
that of the tunable half-wave plate is 2.2–2.5 THz. The same tunability as in transmissive type
just using half the thickness is realized [12]. These results are not strictly in agreement with
Eq. (1), mainly because the cell gap inhomogeneity and multiple reflections are not
considered.

Fig. 5. Dependence of phase difference on angle of incidence for the THz LC waveplate at two
voltages of interest.

4. Discussion
Although we are limited by the experimental system, there is a potential for tuning the phase
difference by varying the incident angle of the THz beam according to Eq. (1). Combined
with the LC refractive index [Eq. (2)], the phase difference decreases as the incident angle
increases, as indicated in Fig. 5. The operation frequency is 1 THz.
2
neff
=

ne2 no2
ne2 cos 2 α + no2 sin 2 α

(2)

where α is the angle between the optical axis and the direction of light propagation, no is
ordinary refractive index, and ne is extraordinary refractive index.
We can realize the same polarization conversion at different directions. During increasing
the angle of incidence period, there is a crossing point at about 35° of the two different
operation voltage situations. Before 35°, the phase difference at 0 V is larger than that at 22
V, decreasing the operating voltage can compensate for the decrease of the phase difference
induced by the incident angle increase. When the incident angle of THz wave is larger than
35°, increasing the operating voltage can compensate for the decrease of the phase difference.
Based on our simple analysis, to some extent, it can realize beam steering for a given
polarization conversion in a certain range.
Although we focus on the tunable phase shift, if the LC losses of our proposed device are
considered, there are at least two ways to compensate the different absorption loss between
the two mode components. One is to control the polarization of the incident THz wave to
make the TM component larger than the TE component in order to compensate for the loss of
the TM component as it propagates through the LC layer. The other is to stack the same LC
cell except for the graphene layer used as THz transparent electrode [12]. Furthermore, the
performance of tunability may be enhanced by stacking LC cells.
Although, we use sub-wavelength metal grating as polarizer electrode, which can also be
considered as a type of metamaterial, we don’t exploit the resonant property of metamaterial
to control the phase shift. LC tunable THz metamaterial devices have fast response time and
low operating voltage with much lower thickness of the LC layer [22]. Integrating our
waveplate into metamaterial may have many potential applications.
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5. Conclusions

We have proposed and demonstrated an electrically tunable reflective THz waveplate based
on a thin LC layer with sub-wavelength metal wire grid and metal mirror electrodes. The
compact device can rapidly change the polarization continuously with low operation voltages
compared to transmissive THz waveplates. Polarization evolution as a quarter- or halfwaveplate can also be realized for different frequency ranges. In addition, the incidence angle
tunability of the reflective waveplate was studied. Beam steering and polarization conversion
can be obtained simultaneously by rotating the waveplate and tuning voltage at the same time.
Based on a similar strategy, the development of various high-performance tunable THz
components for amplitude, phase, and complex wavefront control, such as Q-plates [23] and
vortex beam generators [24], can be expected to serve an important role in THz imaging,
sensing, and security applications.
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